FINGERPRINT LOCK USER MANUAL

MANAGER

Manager finger set up

- B: Blue light flash → Blue light on
- Short press button B
- Manager finger
  - 1st time finger identify
  - 2nd time same finger identify
  - 3rd time same finger identify
    (have to wait till flashed light stop when each identify)
- Set up successful

Manager finger delete

- B: Blue light flash → Blue light on
- Long press button B until light flashed
- Manager finger delete
- Delete successful

Switch manager finger

- A: Blue light flash → Blue light on
- Short press button A
- Previous manager finger identify
- Identification successful

New manager finger

- Blue light flash → Blue light on
- New manager finger
  - 1st time finger identify
  - 2nd time same finger identify
  - 3rd time same finger identify
    (have to wait till flashed light stop when each identify)
- New manager finger set up successful

Lock open

- Press the fingerprint reader
  - Blue light flash → Blue light on
  - User finger identify
  - Identification successful (Lock open)

USER

User finger set up

- C: Blue light flash → Blue light on
- Short press button C
- User finger
  - 1st time finger identify
  - 2nd time same finger identify
  - 3rd time same finger identify
    (have to wait till flashed light stop when each identify)
- Set up successful

User finger delete

- C: "Beep, beep, beep" sound
- After 6 seconds, the lock works (motor activating sound)
- Delete successful

Lock open

- Press the fingerprint reader
  - Blue light flash → Blue light on
  - User finger identify
  - Identification successful (Lock open)

Low voltage

Low voltage alarm

- Press the fingerprint reader
  - "Beep beep beep beep beep" sound
  - Red light flashed 5 times (Please plug in the battery charger to open the door and change all the batteries)

Note

Please use new AAA alkaline batteries